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ABSTRACT 
 
Often times, what is lawful is not always fair and equitable. Sometimes the law can be 
baffling, incoherent and unsatisfactory to those it affects. The court rulings on Google 
AdWords across continents are not always uniform. This is to be expected. National 
courts are guided by national laws, hence the disharmony. 
 
The internet has changed the “business as usual” narrative. There are close to 5 billion 
active internet users out of a population of 7.7 billion people. Communication and the 
dissemination of news now are almost in real time. Mass communication now is at a 
different level. This is all thanks to the internet. While print users are still in their millions 
and on the decline, www surfers are on the increase and in their billions.   
 
In the internet, the advertiser has found a captive market in their billions. This has 
become a boon for consumers. Instead of spending hours hopping from store to store 
in cities and villages, all a consumer needs to do is surf the net and purchase their 
products online from anywhere in the world. Online marketing and purchase now are 
the norm. 
 
The internet and Google AdWords have disrupted the marketing landscape. The 
model allows for a competitor advertiser to purchase, on auction, trademarked terms 
and phrases in order to direct consumers to their advertisements online. This is much 
to the chagrin of the trademark proprietor. The courts have largely held that this is 
legally permissible.  
 
What emerges from the literature and the courts is a matter for concern The majority 
of their findings appear to be in favour of Google and the competitors. Not many have 
spared a thought for the owner of the mark that is being traded without their consent. 
 
There indeed are many positives that spin off Google AdWords. One of the more 
prominent is its ability to, very quickly and effectively, market the business of start-ups 
to reach the vast expanse of our world. That way start-ups do not have to spend many 
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years marketing their goods or services. This can now be done at the click of a button. 
This tool saves the budding entrepreneur time and the almost non-existent resources. 
 
A case is repeatedly made throughout this dissertation that all the trademark proprietor 
seeks, is compensation for the use of her mark. The proprietor has no desire to have 
Google AdWords in any way banned or restricted. 
 
The disharmony in the courts across jurisdictions can be resolved by engagement at 
TRIPS level. The member states of the WTO need to agree among themselves about 
an outcome that would result in a win-win-win for Google AdWords, the advertiser 
competitor and the trademark proprietor. 
 
This dissertation is about Google AdWords; how it works; the legal status quo; the 
criticism of the legal status quo; the dissenting view, and the possible approach to a 
resolution of the lament of the trademark owner. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
It is generally considered trite that the use of another’s property without the necessary 
leave amounts to, at a minimum, theft or unauthorised borrowing. In most jurisdictions 
such use is unlawful. In trademark law terms, such use may constitute infringement. 
The consequences for the infringer may be that she is liable for damages that can be 
proven, or reasonable royalties. 
 
Trademarks are a protectable asset. They need not necessarily be registered to attract 
protection. The proprietor still is able to invoke the common law of unlawful competition 
and passing-off, to assert her authority over her mark.  
 
1.1 Google AdWords 
 
Google is the leading advertising platform, founded in 1998 by Larry Page and Sergey 
Brin.1 Google, however, was not the first to introduce paid search based on the sale 
of the top spot to the highest bidder. The origin of Google’s bidding system was a 
model originally developed by one of Google’s competitors, GoTo.com, which Google 
later acquired.2 
 
In 2000 it launched, with ingenuity, its AdWords business. The Google AdWords 
model, based on cookies and keywords, allows for an advertiser to display, at a cost, 
brief advertising copy, product listings and video content with Google Ad networks to 
web users.3 These purchased terms or phrases are “triggers” that internet users might 
input when using Google to search.4 
   
                                                 
1  Kemnitzer “Beyond Rescuecom v Google: The future of keyword advertising” 2010 Berkeley 
Tech LJ 401, quoted in Kaur et al “Keyword advertising and trademark infringement” 2017 International 
Journal of Control Theory and Applications, International Science 97. 
2  Quoted in Frey “Lost in translation: Repairing Rosetta Stone v Google’s indecipherable 
functionality holding” 2011 Washington & Lee Law Review 1513. 
3  “How Google AdWords works” https://adworks.google.com/home/how it works accessed on 20-
09-2019. 
4  Google “How search ads work” Youtube (18-01- 2010), quoted in Frey (n 2) 1512. 
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Some of the keywords are the registered marks of others. This has attracted the ire of 
trademark proprietors. 
 
Google AdWords is a hugely profitable business. It is reported to have generated $116 
billion in revenue in 2018.5 There currently is no recourse, in the form of compensation, 
to the proprietor of the trademark(s) that Google auctions to advertisers. This situation 
can hardly be described as fair and equitable. 
 
Aggrieved plaintiffs have challenged Google and advertisers in various fora alleging 
trademark infringements arising from its AdWords business.6 In the last two decades 
there have been numerous lawsuits. Most of those decisions went against the 
plaintiffs.7 Something does not seem to add up.  
 
In Rosetta Stone,8 for example, an a quo result in favour of the plaintiff was overturned 
on appeal on the ruling that Google AdWords was not a violation of the Lanham Act.9  
 
In America the use of another’s name as a keyword for advertising or trade purposes 
without their consent has raised right to privacy concerns.10 There is no reason why 
an argument can similarly not be made that for the same reasons, the use of another’s 
trademark, and for the same purpose, should ordinarily raise concerns about 
infringement of trademarks.  
 
If it is established that there is an infringement, there is no reason why the infringer 
should not be held liable for damages or some form of compensation to the proprietor 
                                                 
5  2012 Financial Tables, Google, http://investor.google.com/financial/tables.html, accessed on 
20-09-2019. 
6  Google Inc v Am Blind & Wallpaper Factory; Rescuecom Corp v Google Inc; Goddard v Google 
Inc, 562 F.3d 123, 125 (2nd Cir.2009) 
7  Jeong “Another settled Google AdWords trademark case. Law 360” 
https://www.lsaw.360.com/articles/751438/another-settled-google-adwords-trademark-case accessed 
on 20-09-2019. See also Wright and Jardine “Is trademark use in Google AdWords trademark 
infringement?”Patexia.com/feed/is-trademark-use-in-google-adwords-trademark-infringement-
20170605 accessed on 20-09-2019. 
8  Rosetta Stone Ltd v Google Inc 676 F.3d 144 (4th Cir. 2012). 
9  Wright and Jardine (n 7) 2 3. 
10  Robert L Habush and Daniel A Rottier v William M Cannon and Patrick O Dumphy Case No 
2011AP1769, Court of Appeals of Wisconsin, February 21 2013. 
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of the trademark. This currently remains the lament of the dispossessed trademark 
owner. Owners have to litigate before they can be heard. 
 
In France, in a matter involving Louis Vuitton,11 the court a quo was required to rule 
on whether Google was similarly liable together with competitors where the latter 
purchased trademarked keywords from it. On appeal to the European Court of Justice 
(ECJ) 12 the Court held, “regrettably”, that Google AdWords was not in breach of 
European Union trademark law. 
 
All the justifications offered in these decisions of the courts in both the European Union 
(EU) and the United States of America point to somewhat of a bias against the idea of 
exclusive ownership and use of marks solely by proprietors. The simplistic argument 
appears to be “Your mark is too valuable to be yours alone. It needs to be shared by 
all.”  
 
The lament in this dissertation is that trademark owners are not compensated for the 
unauthorised use of their marks. They ought to be. Any proposed solution by all parties 
involved must include redress for the proprietor.   
 
Mark Zuckerberg, the chief executive officer (CEO) of Facebook, is reported to have 
stated that “there’s an opportunity to set up new long-term, stable financial 
relationships with publishers”. This is an improvement from the CEO’s attitude of 
earlier, where he is reported to have said that he was not sure it “made sense” to pay 
news outlets for their material.13 This was a most unfortunate statement by the CEO.  
 
It is hoped that one day sense will prevail. There appears to be a realisation that it 
cannot continue to be “business as usual” in the Google AdWords space. Google 
AdWords is headed in the same direction as Facebook, regarding compensation for 
unauthorised trademark borrowing. 
                                                 
11  Joined Cases C-236/08, 237/08 & 238/08 Google France SARL, Google Inc v Louis Vuitton 
Malletier SA, Google France SARL v Centre National de Recherche en Relations Humaines, quoted in 
Grigoriadis “Comparing the trademark protections in comparative and keyword advertising in the United 
States and European Union” 2014 California Western International Law Journal 151. 
12  ibid. 
13  Saturday Star (26-10-2019) 9. 
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One may ask why trademark owners do not purchase their own marks in Google as 
AdWords as further protection of their mark. They may well do so. However, why 
should they, when their mark is already registered and ought to enjoy protection 
against infringement?  
 
Tan14  states that such purchases would “ensure continued association with their 
marks in the eyes of the consumer”.15 Again, the question is, at what and whose 
expense? Why should owners once again pay for a product they already own? 
 
This mini-dissertation has two objectives. The first is to advance the argument that the 
advertiser that purchases for trade, from Google, a trademarked keyword, infringes 
the owner’s trademark. Similarly, by allowing and facilitating the auction of the 
trademarked terms, Google is acting in common purpose with the advertiser and, by 
so doing, aids and abets in the commission of the infringement or unauthorised 
trademark borrowing.  
 
Second, and once it is established that there is an infringement, albeit not in the 
conventional and legal sense as the law currently obtains, Google, as the sole vendor 
of another’s property and the incubator and facilitator of the act, together with the 
competitor advertiser who has realised the currency of the mark, ought to be held 
liable for damages, alternatively, reasonable royalties that can be proven. 
 
Both Google and the advertiser ought to acknowledge that the use of another’s 
trademark without their consent constitutes an unfairness and a violation of another’s 
right. They both must further acknowledge that the trademark proprietor is owed some 
form of compensation. Vodolazschi16 agrees when she states that there is no doubt 
that Google AdWords goes against the interests of the holders of those trademarks 
that are being used as keywords.17  
                                                 
14  Tan “Google AdWords: Trademark infringer or trade liberaliser” 2010 Michigan 
Telecommunications and Technology Law Review 506. 
15  ibid. 
16  Vodolazschi “Trademarks as keywords: For sale or for infringement” Seton Hall University, 
eRepository @ Seton Hall, Seton Hall Law (05-01-2013). 
17  ibid 23. 
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It is not the object of this dissertation to advocate the restriction or ban on the use of 
AdWords in advertising. On the contrary, it is acknowledged that AdWords is 
necessary in commerce. Restricting its use may amount to constraining the freedom 
of choice and trade, thus disadvantaging consumers. There is little doubt that Google 
AdWords encourages competition among service providers. It also allows the 
consumer to be the decision maker when considering a purchase. In Toyota Motor 
Sales v Tabari18 the Court stated that the ability to choose by “trial and error”19 is within 
the capabilities of the twenty-first century sophisticated consumer. The fiercer the 
competition among companies, the better the quality of goods for consumers to 
choose from. 
 
1.2 Scope and method 
 
The scope of this dissertation is limited, by design. I deal only with Google AdWords, 
what it is; how it functions; how it offends the rights of trademark owners; who benefits 
from it; how the courts have ruled in Google AdWords’ legal challenges; how the law 
ought to be. 
 
I do not deal in any significant detail with the trademark infringement laws of 
jurisdictions that I refer to in this study. This again is by design. That is a topic for 
another day. 
 
Similarly, this is not a comparative study of Google AdWords in the various 
jurisdictions. However, I deal quite randomly with the judge-made laws of the United 
States of America and Europe, specifically the United Kingdom, to illustrate a few 
points. 
 
                                                 
18  Toyota Motor Sales v Tabari (9 Cir) 610 F.3d 1171. 
19  ibid 1179. 
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In support of the research I refer to various journal articles, including the works of 
Vodolazschi,20 Tan,21 Krob,22 Anantaset,23 Frey24 and Grigoriadis.25 I also refer to 
American and European case law. I have drawn extensively on the works of others 
before me. To the best of my ability, I have endeavoured to credit each and every of 
my sources as scholarship permits, requires and expects. 
 
Finally, this is not a quantitative research project. There was no need to conduct 
interviews in the gathering of the required data. All of it, and the final product therein, 
is the product of qualitative gathering of the requisite information and the analysis 
thereof. 
 
1.3 Chapter synopsis 
 
The dissertation consists of four chapters. The first is a brief introduction and offers a 
helicopter view of Google AdWords, including its history. I offer an overview of the 
content of Google AdWords, its raison d’être and significance in commerce. I also deal 
briefly with how it impacts on trademarked terms and proprietors. In the chapter is 
included the scope of the work and the method employed.  
 
In chapter 2 I deal with the factual situation of Google AdWords. I deal with how the 
model works.  
 
The third chapter deals with the current legal position of Google AdWords; the status 
quo. This is how the law currently stands. Importantly, I refer to the various decisions 
of the courts that were confronted with challenges by trademark proprietors alleging 
infringement. 
 
                                                 
20  Vodolazschi (n 16).  
21  Tan (n 14) 473. 
22  Krob “Protecting business in the digital age: A new perspective on trademark law and keyword 
advertising” 2015 Drake Law Review 950. 
23  Anantaset “Liability for advertiser and internet search engine service provider: A case for 
Google AdWords” Master of Laws Programme in Business Laws, Faculty of Law, Tammasat Business 
Law Journal, Volume 5 (2015). 
24  Frey (n 2). 
25  Grigoriadis (n 11) 151. 
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Chapter 4 is the anchor of the dissertation. While the second and third chapters offer 
the status quo, that is, what the factual situation and the law currently is, this chapter 
deals with the law as it ought to be. I deal here with the criticism of the status quo. I 
attempt to highlight the unfairness of the system to the mark holder. 
 
I propose a win-win solution between Google, the advertiser and the trademark 
proprietor. 
 
Chapter 5 deals with the conclusion and recommendations. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE FACTUAL SITUATION 
 
2.1 How the model works 
 
In this chapter I deal with the factual situation that is Google AdWords. It is a truism 
that the world has changed dramatically since the last industrial revolution. Human life 
has been transformed irreversibly; for the better, it is assumed. The fourth industrial 
revolution has brought with it the internet. It brought with it the World Wide Web, online 
banking, online shopping, and online almost anything. There are no limits, 
conceptually. The internet is the disrupter of the once “peaceful”, “blissful”, 
“predictable”, “easy” and “boring” life of old.  
 
The world currently has a population of approximately 7,7 billion people.26 Of this 
number 4,9 billion are regular internet users.27 The internet has rendered physical 
borders redundant. It is everywhere, just as Macavity. 28  Google’s AdWords has 
revolutionised the way in which consumers perceive internet advertising and search 
engines. It has continued to push the boundaries of trademark law because of its 
borderless reach. Tan29 states that in many respects the final say on what is or is not 
done in internet advertising belongs not to the courts, but to Google. If this situation is 
to change, courts cannot simply rely on old doctrines twisted to fit new situations.30 
 
The internet has disrupted not only the business of hardcopy tabloid and other news 
prints, but has also disrupted the way in which advertisers used to get their products 
to consumers. Gone, to a considerable extent, are the days of advertisers purchasing 
advertisement space in newspapers. All they need to do now is go online. In this way 
advertisers have a readily-available and low-hanging market of consumers. 
 
                                                 
26  https://www.worldmeters .info, accessed on 20-09-2019. 
27  https://en.wikipedia.org accessed on 20-09-2019. 
28  Eliot “Macavity: The mystery cat” Poets.org/poem/macavity-mystery-cat accessed on 20-09-
2019. 
29  Tan (n 14) 473. 
30  ibid 474. 
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Although in decline, newspapers still sell in their hundreds of thousands. Internet users 
are in their billions. It therefore does not require rocket science to understand that both 
advertisers and consumers now look to the internet to sell and purchase their products. 
 
The traditional way of advertising goods and services is almost moribund. Newspapers 
are slowly and steadily being replaced by the internet. Consumers now are able to 
read the news from a garget, no larger than the palm of their hand. 
 
The rendering of newspapers and newspaper advertising as redundant may be 
attributed to the efficacy of the fourth industrial revolution. Almost all businesses, big 
and small, are now available online. 
 
The fourth industrial revolution has in more ways than one transformed lives. This 
positive spin-off of the internet, however, has brought with it some unintended 
consequences in the form of litigation arising from legal challenges that were never 
clearly foreseen. 
 
2.2 Search engines 
 
Consumers may elect to use several search engines in search of commodities. These 
include Google, Bing and Yahoo.31 This study focuses on Google and its AdWords. 
 
It is not complicated to set up an AdWords account. The advertiser pays online a 
minimal non-refundable amount to create an AdWords account. The ads and 
keywords are free. Once the ads start appearing on the search page, the account 
holder is billed by Google in one of two ways. The first is cost-per-click. Here the 
charge is triggered every time someone clicks on the ad. The other is cost-per-
thousand-impressions. Here the charge is triggered every time someone views the ad.  
 
The account holder then decides on a maximum billing rate which is one of two that 
Google uses to determine the ad’s “ranking”. The place of the display of the ad on the 
                                                 
31  Franklyn and Hyman “Trademarks as keywords: Much ado about something” USF Law 
Research Paper No 2012-20, 2012 http://papers.ssrn.com/SO13/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2110364, 
accessed on 9-10-2019. 
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search page is determined by the ad’s ranking. In reality keywords are auctioned, so 
that an account holder wishing to purchase the keyword competes with various other 
advertisers for the same term. The ads of whoever bids higher for the keyword are 
more likely to appear at the top. An account holder’s financial power thus plays a 
significant role in determining the degree of exposure his ad will receive.32  
 
Google is the world’s most preferred search engine with an audience share of 80 per 
cent of internet users worldwide.33 This makes it a natural advertising vehicle. It has 
exploited this quality to make it the most profitable internet company in United States 
history.34 
 
2.3 Keywords and keyword advertising 
 
A keyword in online advertising is a word or phrase that can be used by an advertiser 
to target their products or services to an audience. When a search engine user types 
in a keyword, they will see ads from advertisers who have selected the keyword to 
display their advertisements.35 
 
Keyword advertising refers to the purchase of keywords that will display an 
advertisement when entered in a search engine.36 These keywords chosen to trigger 
the display of an advertisement can be purchased directly through programmes 
offered by search engines such as Google’s AdWords.37 
 
An advertiser purchases the keywords with which he wants his website and AdWords 
ads to be associated. He can choose from several ad formats; the most common is a 
simple text ad that consists of a hyperlink headline to the advertiser’s website, two 
                                                 
32  Tan (n 14) 473. 
33  Press Release, comScore “Global search market draws more than 100 billion searches per 
month (31-08- 2009), quoted from Tan (n 14) 473. 
34  CNNMoney.com. Fortune 1000 “Our annual ranking of America’s largest corporations” (04-05- 
2009) off Tan (n 14) 474. 
35  http://blog.thetrademarkhub.com/intellectual-propery/trademark-infringement-google-adwords, 
accessed on 10-10-2019. 
36  Network Automation Inc v Advanced Sys Concepts Inc 638 F.3d 1137, 1142, 1147 (9th Cir. 
2011) (citing Playboy Enters Inc v Netscape Commc’ns Corp 354); Krob (n 22) 948. 
37  Krob (n 22) 950. 
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short lines of descriptive text and the uniform resource locator (URL) of the advertiser’s 
website.38 The ad will now be internally linked to the purchased keywords.39 When 
someone uses a Google programme that runs any kind of search, the ad will appear 
alongside other search results.40 
 
The keyword does not necessarily have to be a well-known mark. It could be any word 
that is associated with the mark or has been trademarked by the plaintiff. Herein lies 
the problem. The advertiser can purchase any term or phrase irrespective of 
trademark, and use it online aided by Google. 
 
2.4 Utility function of Google AdWords 
 
At the most basic level, Google AdWords manipulates search results to artificially 
prioritise an advertiser’s website over other possible results.41 It can also block ads 
from appearing in response to selected keywords. This is called the negative match 
option.42 
 
In simple terms, Google AdWords manipulates search results to artificially prioritise an 
advertiser’s website over other search results.43 AdWords account holders can adjust 
their ads to certain sections or web pages in the scope of Google’s “content network” 
and can target customers using both computers and mobile devices.44 
 
Account holders can also manipulate the precision with which the search results match 
their keywords.45 They can stipulate that particular ads be blocked from appearing in 
response to selected keywords.46 This is also called the “negative match option”. 
 
                                                 
38  Google.com “AdWords Help: What is broad match?” quoted in Tan (n 14) 475. 
39  ibid. 
40  ibid. 
41  ibid. 
42  ibid 476. 
43  Grigoriadis (n 11) 152. 
44  “What is Google AdWords”, quoted in Grigoriadis (n 11) 151. 
45  Google “AdWords help: What are keyword matching options” http://adwords.google.com, 
accessed on 6-07-2019. quoted in Grigoriadis (n 11) 153. 
46  ibid. 
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At the inception of its AdWords business, Google restricted the purchase of terms with 
trademark meanings. However, in 2004 Google took a conscious decision to stop 
restricting the sale of trademarked terms to the holders of those marks.47 
 
Before its initial public offering (IPO) in 2004, Google announced that it would accept 
“bids for terms that correspond with the names of brands” from any bidder, not only 
the holder of the brand’s trademark.48 One of the first cases brought against Google 
was by Geico for selling its brand name “Geico” as an AdWords trigger term.49 
 
A trademark that is used by the advertiser as a Google keyword helps competitors to 
divert the consumer’s attention from the trademark holder’s products.50 This was a 
very cunning innovation by Google, albeit prejudicial to the owner of the mark. Google 
markedly increased its revenue. 
 
This was good news for the advertiser because when a consumer searches the 
trademarked keyword, Google provides “sponsored links”, competitors’ product ads.51 
This also gave prominence to the competitor’s product. 
 
Although Google may restrict the use of a trademark within ad text, advertisers can 
use a trademark term within an ad text if they are authorised by the trademark owner. 
An ad can use a trademarked term in its text if the advertiser uses the term 
descriptively and the ad is not in reference to the goods or services corresponding to 
the trademarked terms.52 
 
Google’s trademark policy is no consolation to the owner of the trademark. It states 
that its goal is to provide users with the most relevant information, whether from search 
results or advertisements, and it is believed that users benefit from having a greater 
choice. The policy aims to balance the interests of users, advertisers and trademark 
                                                 
47  Olsen “Google plans trademark gambit” CNET News (13-04-2004). 
48  Lastowka “Google’s law” 2008 Brooklyn Law Review 1360. 
49  Frey (n 2) 1513. 
50  Vodolazschi (n 16) 3. 
51  Rescuecom Corp v Google Inc 562 F.3d 123, 125 (2d Cir. 2009). 
52  AdWordsTrademarkPolicy https://support.google.com/adwords/express/answer/6118??hl=en, 
accessed on 6-07-2019; Kaur et al (n 1) 100. 
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owners, so they will continue to investigate trademark complaints concerning use of 
trademarks in ad text. In addition, this change means that the AdWords policy on 
trademarks as keywords now is harmonised throughout the world. A consistent policy 
and user experience worldwide benefit users, advertisers and trademark owners 
alike.53 
 
However, the policy fails to state how it benefits the trademark owner. That it restricts 
trademark terms in ad text but permits it elsewhere offers no consolation.54 
 
Purchasing generic keywords such as “running shoes” is normal and acceptable. 
Problems arise when one buys the registered trademark of others, usually 
competitors. Advertisers buy keywords such as “Nike running shoes” even when they 
are not selling Nike shoes but are selling competitor brands. This is effective as 
consumers searching a trademark would be interested in finding related goods or 
running shoes comparable to those made by Nike.55  This is another example of 
unacceptable conduct of business by Google AdWords and advertisers. 
 
2.5 Google’s AdWords 
 
The AdWords system works by displaying sponsored search results separately from 
“organic” search results on the search results webpage. 56  When a Google user 
searches for a trigger term, the organic search results generated by Google’s 
algorithms are accompanied by “sponsored links” (advertisements) to the right and top 
of the results page.57 These sponsored links are displayed because advertisers have 
purchased specific search terms from Google, through a competitive bidding system, 
which are then tethered to the advertisers’ sponsored results. 
 
Trigger words can be terms in common usage such as “fly fishing”, or they could be 
trademarked terms, such as “Orvis”.58 This means that a competitor company to Orvis 
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may purchase the term “Orvis” as a Google AdWords so that when a user searches 
for “Orvis”, the competitor’s advertisement will appear on the right-hand side of the 
search result page, allowing users to click on it and view the competitor’s website.59 
 
It boggles the mind why this is permitted without compensation to Orvis. 
 
2.6 Google AdWords and value add 
 
There is no doubt that Google stands head and shoulders above all others in the realm 
of internet search technology. It is both the dominant actor and the leading “norm 
creator”.60 It is the most preferred search engine with 80 per cent of internet users.61 
 
The value of AdWords lies in the promotion of new or lesser-known businesses. These 
start-ups may easily reach consumers by purchasing the trademark of a well-known 
or established business in the same market in order to draw attention to the new 
business’s product or service.62   
 
The same goes for well-known brands. Kaur et al63 give the example of Starbucks 
purchasing the trademark of an unfamiliar coffee shop, so that its ads appear 
whenever someone searches for the lesser-known brand.64 This is permitted by the 
law. However, is this fair? The reciprocal unauthorised trademark borrowing by and 
between well-known and less well-known marks does not assist the trademark owner. 
 
Keyword advertising is the most effective marketing tool. Companies are able to reach 
and explore new markets. 
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The other value of AdWords for advertisers lies in the fact that Google allows its 
keyword-linked ads to circumvent Google’s usual page ranking system for non-
sponsored links. 
 
The trademark owner’s lament against Google is that Google allows an account holder 
to select a trademarked keyword even if the account holder does not hold the rights to 
that trademarked term. 65  Google does not investigate the trademark status of a 
keyword when it is purchased. It only does so in the United States when there is a 
claim of infringement.66 In Europe Google will investigate alleged uses of trademarks 
in ad text, keywords or both.67 
 
Google will also require the removal of trademarked terms from keyword lists of 
infringing AdWords account holders.68 
 
However, all is not lost because if a trademark holder wishes its trademark to stop 
appearing in search results, Google asks the trademark holder to contact the owners 
of the websites appearing in the search results in order to request removal of the 
trademark from those sites.69  
 
Google AdWords recognises no borders. This is what makes it a highly-effective 
vehicle for the liberalisation of international trade. Tan70 argues that the effect of 
AdWords on trade and commerce thus favours protecting it against trademark holders, 
who seek to disable the very capabilities that make AdWords such a strong liberalising 
agent.71 It does not appear that a thought has ever been spared for the mark owner. 
 
There again is no doubt that the utility function of Google AdWords far outweighs the 
interests and rights of the trademark proprietor. Google provides a free service to both 
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the trademark holder and the advertiser. The trademark owner’s lament is that he is 
not compensated for his protected mark.  
 
Google’s substantial advertising revenue is generated primarily through its AdWords 
technology.72 The sale of trademark keywords is the life blood of Google. It ensures 
commercial viability and the provision of its free service, and the restriction thereof 
limits the provision of this information and therefore inhibits choice.73 
 
2.7 User navigation 
 
This is also known as search engine advertising.74 When an internet user performs a 
search, the search engine will display two sets of results. The first set, known as 
“natural results”, is provided on the basis of objective criteria determined by the search 
engine. The search engine then displays the sites that best correspond to the search 
terms in decreasing order of relevance. 75  The second set of results are paid 
advertisements displayed alongside the “natural results” and are provided because 
the search terms the internet user entered match keywords purchased by the 
advertiser.76 The paid referencing services are offered on search engines such as 
Google’s AdWords.77 
 
Advertisers purchase the keywords with which they want their websites and AdWords 
advertisements to be associated.78 This includes another’s mark.  
 
When an ad is set to run, the account holder chooses his or her preferred billing rate: 
cost per thousand impressions, where fees are charged every time an internet user 
views the ad; or cost-per-click, where charges are triggered every time an internet user 
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clicks on the ad.79 The account holder can then decide on a maximum billing rate 
which is used by Google to determine the ad’s ranking.80  
 
2.8 Advantages of keyword advertising 
 
An AdWords advertiser can target keywords in three ways, namely, broad-match, 
phrase-match and exact-match. With broad-match, an ad may show on the search 
result pages for queries of the keyword, its synonyms, and other related terms. With 
phrase-match an ad may show on search results pages for user queries containing 
the phrase in the exact word order, plus words before or after the phrase. With exact-
match an ad may show on the search result page only when a user searches for the 
exact phrase, with the same words in the same order, and no other words before or 
after.81 
 
One visible advantage of Google AdWords is that it enables start-ups to expose their 
wares to a global market in the shortest of time. This way, they are able to save on 
the massive marketing cists they would otherwise have had to incur in the normal 
course. 
 
There is yet to be advanced, a rational and credible criticism of the Google AdWords 
model itself. 
 
There is little doubt that Google AdWords is a game changer.  
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CHAPTER 3: THE CURRENT LEGAL POSITION 
 
In this chapter I deal with the law as it is, and not as it ought to be. As stated above, 
the internet has changed the “business as usual” model of every facet of human 
interaction. The law is not immune.82 Trademark law has been the law most affected 
or impacted by the intrusion of the internet into the consumer market.83 
 
3.1 What the courts say 
 
In the past decade or two the courts in the United States and Europe have been busy 
resolving Google AdWords issues between litigants. 
 
Trademark infringement claims in the United States are governed in terms of the 
Lanham Act,84 as amended. In order to succeed, a litigant must prove (a) that the 
infringer “uses [the mark] in commerce”, and (b) that such action or use of such or 
some other subject “is likely to cause confusion” in the market place.85 The relevant 
section provides: 
 
Any person who, on or in connection with any goods or services, or any container 
for goods, uses in commerce any word, term, name, symbol, or device, or any 
combination thereof, or any false designation of origin, false or misleading 
description of fact, or false or misleading representation of fact, which (a) is likely to 
cause confusion, or to cause mistake, or to deceive as to the affiliation, connection, 
or association of such person with another person, or as to the origin, sponsorship, 
or approval of his or her goods, services, or commercial activities by another 
person …86 
 
The vexed question in American law is whether the use of a trademark as a keyword 
amounts to “use in commerce”.87 In Rescuecom Corp v Google88 the Court held that 
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it did,89 but it also held that “use in commerce” is not enough. It is but one of the 
requirements for infringement in terms of the Langham Act. The other requirement is 
the likelihood of confusion. 
 
The case of Brookfield Communications Inc v West Coast Entertainment Corp90 laid 
the foundation for the internet trademark law, specifically with regard to domain names 
and metatags.91 
 
In Brookfield92 the plaintiff ran a “computer software featuring a searchable database 
containing entertainment industry-related information marketed under the ‘MovieBuff’ 
mark.”93 The defendant registered a domain name “moviebuff.com”, the plaintiff’s 
registered mark.94 
 
In determining what entailed the likelihood of confusion, the Court followed what is 
known as the Sleekcraft test.95 The test for likelihood of confusion comprises eight 
factors, namely, (i) the strength of the mark; (ii) the proximity of the goods; (iii) the 
similarity of the marks; (iv) evidence of actual confusion; (v) the marketing channels 
used; (vi) the type of goods and the degree of care likely to be exercised by the 
purchaser; (vii) the defendant’s intent in selecting the mark; and (viii) the likelihood of 
expansion of the product lines.96 
 
The Court in Brookfield noted that the “eight factor test for likelihood of confusion is 
pliant”.97 The Court cautioned against excessive rigidity when applying the law in the 
internet context. There was a need for a flexible approach because of the emerging 
technology.98 
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The Court also cautioned against “simply launching into a mechanical application of 
the eight factor Sleekcraft test”.99 In this instance it simplified the analysis of likelihood 
of confusion to only three of the eight Sleekcraft factors: the virtual identity of the 
marks; the relatedness of the plaintiff’s and defendant’s goods; and the simultaneous 
use of the web as a marketing channel.100 
 
As far as metatags were concerned, the Court found that when consumers searched 
for “MovieBuff” the list would include both MovieBuff and West Coast websites.101 
Therefore, there was initial interest confusion in the metatags analysis “by using 
Brookfield’s mark MovieBuff to direct persons searching for Brookfield’s product to the 
West Coast site that derived an improper benefit from the goodwill Brookfield 
developed”.102 
 
It remains a baffle that such conduct is permissible without sanction against the 
infringer.  
 
The more often a term appears in the metatags and in the text of the web page, the 
more likely it is that the web page will be “hit” in a search for that keyword and the 
higher of the list of “hits” the web page will appear.103  
 
The Court in Brookfield made the observation that the use of another’s trademark in 
one’s metatags was much like posting a sign with another’s trademark in front of one’s 
store. Customers are not confused in the narrow sense – they are fully aware that they 
are purchasing from the competitor of a trademark owner and they have no reason to 
believe that the competitor is related to or, in any way, sponsored by the trademark 
owner.104 
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What the Court stated is the least of the proprietor’s concerns. The bottom line is that 
the competitor still is acquiring the goodwill of the trademark owner105 without consent 
and without compensation. In the same breath the Court concluded that “consumer 
confusion was likely, particularly given the nature of consumers at issue, who included 
casual movie watchers unlikely to realise that they had, by mistake, clicked on to West 
Coast’s site when they had intended to reach Brookfield’s site”.106  
 
In Network Automation Inc v Advances Systems Concepts Inc,107 two litigants were 
direct competitors in the job-scheduling software market.108 The plaintiff advertised its 
software by purchasing the “ActiveBatch” keyword. The word was the registered 
trademark of the defendant.109 A consumer, entering such a keyword, would “produce 
a results page showing www.NetworkAutomation.com as a sponsored link, above the 
natural results list”.110 
 
The Court stated that “[t]he most relevant factors to the analysis of the likelihood of 
confusion are (a) the strength of the mark; (b) the evidence of actual confusion; (3) the 
type of goods and degree of care likely to be exercised by the purchaser; and (4) the 
labeling and appearance of the advertisements and surrounding context on the screen 
displaying the results pager”.111. The fourth factor is a new addition. 
 
The Court further noted that Brookfield112 should not be read to entrench the “internet 
Trinity” or “internet Trioka” of factors as the test for trademark infringement on the 
internet.113 Each case must be decided according to its own facts. No one size fits all. 
 
In Rescuecom Corp,114 for example, the claim against Google involved Best Buy. Best 
Buy wanted Rescuecom to stop using the words “Geek Squad” as a keyword. The 
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former was the holder of the “Geek Squad” mark. It used the words in its computer 
repair business.115 
 
Best Buy had a toll-free telephone number 1-800-Geek-SQU which consumers could 
call for computer repair services. Rescuecom also had a toll-free number 1-800-Geek-
SQA, for the same purpose. There is little doubt that the Rescuecom number was an 
obvious and misleading play of the Best Buy trademark.   
 
Consumers should be allowed to choose. There must be more options available to 
them. However, it cannot be correct that they are “manipulated” and diverted from one 
website to another using a competitor’s trademark. 
 
3.2 European Community law 
 
In the European Community (EU) judicial power is shared between the national courts 
and the European Court of Justice (ECJ).116 National courts act as a quo courts in 
matters concerning Community law, unless referred directly to the ECJ. ECJ decisions 
become binding on the national court seeking the reference, as well as on all other 
national courts within the EU.117 
 
EU law allows for the registration of trademarks at member state and EU level.118 
There is partial harmonisation at the EU level, and expressly limited to “those national 
provisions of law which most directly affect the functioning of the internal market”.119 
Hamonisation covers enforcement rights against infringement.120 The application of 
EU law, however, mainly remains in the hands of the national courts of member states. 
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The consequence hereof is that EU law is applied differently, thus giving rise to 
conflicts in judicial interpretation among them.121 
 
Trademark enforcement also is decentralised in the EU. National courts, not 
surprisingly, produce inconsistent interpretations of Community law. The United 
Kingdom courts, for example, have found that the use of trademarked terms as 
keywords by Google AdWords does not violate EU trademark law. The French courts 
have repeatedly found that this use by AdWords is infringing.122 German, Austrian and 
Dutch courts have also struggled to formulate a consistent approach to keyword 
advertising.123 These countries have all raised references with the ECJ for preliminary 
rulings on the application of Trademark Directive II to Google AdWords. 
 
In 2010 the ECJ made a ruling on AdWords. The Court found that AdWords services 
were capable of enabling trademark infringement, and firmly refused to hold Google 
directly liable for infringing use by a keyword.124 The Court further held that any liability 
for trademark infringement fell upon the individual AdWords account holder. 125 
Google’s indirect liability for the infringing action of its AdWords account holder is also 
limited under other EU laws.126 
 
In analysing the AdWords programme, the ECJ first examined its “use” of trademarked 
terms under Trademark Directive II. It then examined whether these “uses” met the 
four cumulative conditions for infringement. It found that the “unauthorised use” 
requirement had been satisfied. It then turned to the “use in the course of trade” 
requirement. It found that all three AdWords “uses” fell within that language as they 
were clearly connected to an AdWords user’s offering of goods or services for sale 
online.127  
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Significantly for Google, the Court found that these “uses” were not made by Google, 
although Google provided the means by which they were carried out. 128  The 
unauthorised uses were carried out by third-party users, the AdWords account 
holders. Google itself made no “use” of trademarked terms that fell within the meaning 
of article 5 of Trademark Directive II.129 
 
The Court, however, also found that an AdWords ad was adversely affecting the 
origination function if it is misleading or so vague that a “normally informed and 
reasonably attentive” internet user cannot determine whether it has been posted by 
the trademark holder or by a third party.130 On the other hand, the Court found that 
AdWords did not harm the advertising function, even though AdWords raises the cost 
of purchasing a trademarked term as a keyword for a trademark holder without 
guaranteeing that the trademark holder’s ad will appear in the most prominent 
position.131 
 
Trademark infringement under Community law can be founded on two legislative 
bases. The first is Trademark Directive II article 5(1), which states that “[t]he trademark 
holder shall be entitled to prevent all third parties not having his consent from using in 
the course of trade (a) any sign which is identical with the trademark in relation to 
goods or services which are identical with those for which the trademark is 
registered”.132 
 
The second basis of infringement is under Trademark Directive II article 5(2) which 
provides: 
 
Any member state may also provide that the trademark holder shall be entitled to 
prevent all third parties not having his consent from using in the course of trade any 
sign which is identical with, or similar to, the trademark in relation to goods or 
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services which are not similar to those for which the trademark is registered, where 
the latter has a reputation in the member state and where use of that sign without 
due cause takes unfair advantage of, or is detrimental to, the distinctive character 
or the repute of the trademark.133 
 
Article 5(2) removes the requirement of proving “likelihood of confusion” with respect 
to the use of another’s trademark without consent.134 Both articles require the “use” of 
the trademark. This has been defined by the ECJ as showing an allegedly infringing 
sign is a representation of the trademark.135 
 
It must be emphasised that mere use is not sufficient for infringement. The “use” must 
also satisfy four “cumulative” conditions. These are that (i) the use is unauthorised; (ii) 
the use is “in the course of trade”; (iii) the use is “in respect of goods or services which 
are identical with, or similar to, those for which the mark is registered”; and (iv) the use 
“affect[s] or [is] liable to affect the essential function of the trademark, which is to 
guarantee to consumers the origin of the goods or services, by reason of a likelihood 
of confusion on the part of the public”.136 
 
The requisites above are self-explanatory. The use must be unauthorised, and in the 
course of a commercial activity with a view to gaining economic advantage.137 The 
third requirement in relation to goods or services is satisfied where the sign is used in 
such a manner that it establishes a link between the sign and the goods marketed or 
the services provided by the alleged infringer.138 The fourth is satisfied when the sign 
is used in a way that creates a risk of consumers being confused as to the origin of 
the goods or services.139 
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All an owner needs to show under article 5(2) is that the infringer has taken unfair 
advantage of the trademark’s reputation.140 Unfair advantage occurs when an infringer 
benefits via association with the trademark from the trademark holder’s efforts to build 
and maintain the trademark’s reputation, without offering “financial compensation” to 
the trademark holder.141 
 
All four requisites must be satisfied in order to find that there was an infringement.142 
 
In the UK case of Interflora v Marks & Spencer 143  the plaintiff claimed that the 
defendant was using its trademark to advertise its flower service, and sued for 
trademark infringement. The court a quo held that the defendant’s advertisement led 
users to believe that the Marks & Spencer service was part of Interflora. 
 
On appeal the Court arrived at a different finding. In upholding the appeal the Court 
concluded that there was nothing objectionably wrong with keyword-based 
advertising.  
 
The sentiment of the Court was that trademark rights should not prevent fair 
competition. 
 
The ECJ set the following principle after Interflora: 
 
Offering a keyword which is similar or identical to a registered trademark is not “use” 
of the trademark in the course of trade. The owner of a trademark can however 
prevent a competitor from advertising using a keyword which corresponds to the 
trademark where without due course it takes unfair advantage of, or is detrimental 
to, the mark’s distinctive character or repute.144 
 
The ECJ held that “for constituting a trademark infringement, the use of a trademark 
as AdWords must have an adverse effect on the protected functions of the 
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trademark”.145 Again the Court had no regard for the owner of the mark, but for the 
mark itself. 
 
The Court further held that the main function of a trademark was the origin function. 
Therefore, an advertiser’s use of a trademark as an AdWords adversely affects the 
origin function of the trademark if an advertiser’s advertisement is shown as search 
result pretends an economic link between the advertiser and the trademark owner.146 
 
It is clear from the case law that there is a need for international coordination between 
the US and the EU to promote international solutions to the borderless internet.147 The 
two continents have had differing outcomes regarding the same issues. They will need 
to coordinate international efforts to legitimise through legislation certain uses of 
trademarked terms by search engines. This will avoid inefficient balkanisation of the 
internet, and protect a search engine’s capacity to encourage trade liberalisation.148  
 
Google and advertisers have in certain cases been found to be not liable for 
infringement. Some courts are of the view that the purchase of a keyword is an 
independent transaction from that of the purchase of goods and services, and have 
found that keyword advertising is not a “use in commerce” with respect to 
trademarks.149 Other courts have found that the opposite is true. 
 
Other courts have found that the likelihood of confusion does not require actual 
confusion,150 which allows for some flexibility in construction. All this does not assist 
the aggrieved trademark owner. 
 
There is growing consensus in the case authorities that keyword advertising does not 
constitute federal trademark infringement under the Lanham Act. Plaintiffs have lost 
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lawsuits brought against purchasers of their trademarked keywords for the purpose of 
competitive keyword advertising.151  
 
Courts have already determined that competitive keyword advertising does not 
constitute unfair competition, false advertising or false designation of origin.152 
 
Google does not appear to have control over the data it stores. This would make it fall 
under the safe harbour for housing services provided. All it does with respect to 
AdWords is “merely technical, automatic or passive, pointing to a lack of knowledge 
or control”.153 
 
The take home value of the AG’s opinion in the Google France case is that, Google 
provides free and usually prominent visibility to trademark holders via its natural 
search results. This observation is also addressing the harm to trademark holders, as 
opposed to the benefit of awards for consumers.154 
 
The ECJ provided answers to four important issues, namely, (i) whether a search 
engine operator itself is primarily liable for trademark infringement in keyword 
advertising cases under article 5 of Directive 2008/95/EC and article 9 of Regulation 
(EC) 207/2009; (ii) whether these party advertisers are liable for trademark 
infringement in keyword advertising cases under the same provisions; (iii) whether a 
search engine operator can be secondarily liable under the applicable national law in 
keyword advertising cases; and (iv) if so, whether they can rely on the defence under 
article 14 of Directive 2000/31/EC.155 
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CHAPTER 4: CRITICISM OF THE CURRENT POSITION 
 
In this chapter we deal with the law as it ought to be. We do not offer a contrary legal 
argument. There is none. The highest courts in the EU and US have ruled in the 
manner they did. There is not much that can be done until they each self-correct their 
decisions on Google AdWords. 
 
To illustrate our point in this chapter, we use the following hypothetical. 
 
4.1 The success story of Danwood 
 
Danwood,156 a June 1986 high school drop-out, has been in the flame-grilled chicken 
business for over 30 years. Chicken Opeo opened in Kliptown in a discarded railway 
container in February 1989. This joint is particularly popular with the late-nighters from 
the surrounds who crave something “peri-peri” hot after a night out. Over the years 
Danwood added a store or two in the various parts of Soweto and other townships in 
Gauteng Province. In total Danwood has 25 stores all across South Africa. He also 
registered the trademark “Chicken Opeo” in the first two years of opening his business. 
The mark is well-known all over Soweto and indeed in the country. His customers can 
order online and are guaranteed delivery within half an hour. Danwood spent 30 years 
building his business. He invested and re-invested every cent he made in the 
marketing of his business.  
 
Lovemore is a chartered accountant, and a former classmate of Danwood. He has a 
comfortable job, which he describes as predictable, routine and boring. He is a great 
fan of Chicken Opeo. He is a bit jealous of the success of the “uneducated” Danwood. 
He envies Danwood’s success and comfortable life.  
 
Lovemore decides to venture into the flame-grilled chicken business. He does not 
have 30 years as Danwood did. He is a man in a hurry. Instead of investing in the 
“sweat of his brow”, Lovemore purchases from Google the “Opeo Chicken” keyword. 
This would mean that every time a consumer who clicks on “Chicken Opeo” and “Opeo 
                                                 
156  This hypothetical scenario is adopted, adapted mutatis mutandis, from Krob (n 22) 949. 
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Chicken” or just “Opeo” online, she will view not only Danwood’s company but also 
Lovemore’s company “free-feeding” off Danwood’s brand recognition. Lovemore 
knows very well that without a connection to Chicken Opeo, the relevant consumer 
base would not see his company at all. He thrives overnight. 
 
The current law states that this is perfectly lawful. Fairness and equity ordains 
otherwise.  
 
The current law is clear. Lovemore is lawfully within his rights to purchase the Opeo 
AdWords to enhance his new business. He need not ask Danwood for leave or pay 
any compensation. 
 
First we examine Google AdWords’ complicity or involvement in the activity. 
 
4.2 Google’s role in the sale of trademarked terms 
 
In 2004 Google made a conscious decision to sell terms and phrases as keywords 
that included those that were trademark-protected. There is no evidence that the 
trademark proprietors were consulted. There is no evidence that the owners agreed 
to the unilateral decision to appropriate their property.  
 
One of the damning activities by Google in its active involvement is that it suggests 
keywords to advertisers. To its credit, however, it also informs advertisers that they 
are responsible for the keywords selected and for ensuring that their use does not 
violate any applicable laws.157 
 
At face value, this is very noble. One then wonders why Google defends or opposes 
court challenges when sued. Google ought to abide by the decision of the court. Its 
opposition in this regard is akin to that of the South African Public Protector. Instead 
of abiding by the decision of the court, the Public Protector actively opposes any and 
all review applications regarding her decisions.  
                                                 
157  Rosetta Stone (n 8), quoted in Grigoriadis (n 11) 201. 
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There is little doubt that Google is an intermediary service provider. Tan states that it 
should not function as a first instance enforcer of trademarks.158 This may well be so. 
The advertiser ought to ensure that the term or phrase they purchase is not 
trademarked and, if they are, that leave has been granted. This is despite plaintiffs in 
the US and EU arguing that Google holds the primary responsibility for policing 
trademark infringements in AdWords.159 
 
Google’s astonishing retort is that if trademarked terms as keywords are forbidden, 
then the pool of available keywords will shrink.160 This means that advertisers would 
be compelled to compete for less precise keywords. This would raise costs.161 The 
vision of a lone entrepreneur running a global business out of a spare bedroom 
becomes less achievable, undermining one of the great values of AdWords for start-
ups, which is its high return on low initial investment in marketing.162 
 
The above justification is not a legal ground. It is an economic justification which 
favours big business, and not the likes of Danwood. It is a commercial ground. It is 
favourable to all parties involved except the trademark proprietor.  
 
In Rosetta Stone163 discussed above, the Court made an economic judgment that it is 
more efficient to let Google use such marks with relative freedom – because of the 
benefit to searchers from free, reliable organic search results – than if it is to let mark 
holders extend their trademark rights so far as to disallow search engine operators to 
use trademarks in a so-called “functional manner”.164 
 
The Court in Rosetta Stone further held that Google was “not directly, vicariously, or 
contributorily liable for its sale of trademarks as advertising keywords”.165 
                                                 
158  Google.com “AdWords help: What is Google’s AdWords and AdSense trademark policy”, 
quoted in Tan (n 14) 479. 
159  ibid 479. 
160  ibid 498. 
161  ibid. 
162  ibid. 
163  Rosetta Stone (n 8). 
164  Dogan and Lemley (n 60) 811, quoted in Frey (n 2) 1534. 
165  Frey (n 2) 1517. 
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The Court ignored the submissions in Rosetta Stone166  that by giving third-party 
advertisers the right to use the Rosetta Stone marks or words, phrases, or terms 
similar to those marks as keyword triggers that cause sponsored links to be displayed, 
Google was helping these advertisers misdirect web users to websites of companies 
that (i) compete with Rosetta Stone; (ii) sell language education programmes from 
Rosetta Stone’s competitors; (iii) sell counterfeit Rosetta Stone products; or (iv) are 
entirely unrelated to language education.167  
 
In its finding the Court did not explicitly claim that Google’s use of the protected marks 
was the only feasible way for Google to generate advertising revenue; instead, the 
Court found that, were Google to be forbidden from using trademarks as triggers for 
AdWords, it might be forced to invent a more costly, less effective way of generating 
advertising revenue.168 
 
The Court did not find in Rosetta Stone that Google had no feasible commercial 
alternative other than appropriating the trademarks to sell AdWords, but instead 
speculated that any restriction on Google’s use of the Rosetta Stone marks would 
merely be “more costly” to Google and “less effective” at generating advertising 
revenue.169 
 
On 31 October 2012 Google and Rosetta Stone entered into a confidential settlement 
agreement resolving Rosetta Stone’s claims that Google’s use of the Rosetta Stone 
trademark name as a keyword in Google’s AdWords programme violated Rosetta 
Stone’s trademark rights.170  
 
This means that Danwood’s lament still may be salvaged. 
 
                                                 
166  Rosetta Stone (n 8). 
167  Rosetta Stone (n 8) 539, quoted in Frey (n 2) 1517. 
168  ibid 1523. 
169  ibid 1524. 
170  Mitchell C. Stein, Sullivan & Worcester LLP, 
https://www.lexicology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=538eeaaf.82a5-4299-902b-f9b27401aaa accessed 
on 12-08-2019.  
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Another of the complaints by the trademark proprietor is that Google not only hosts 
the infringing term, but also actively assists in the manipulation of search results.171 
Google AdWords manipulates search results to artificially prioritise an advertiser’s 
website over other search results.172 AdWords account holders can adjust their ads to 
certain sections or web pages in the scope of Google’s “content network” and can 
target customers using both computers and mobile devices.173 
  
This is permissible in law. It should not be. This is one of the criticisms by trademark 
proprietors against Google. 
 
Both Google and advertisers seem to ignore, conveniently, the fact that the trademark 
owner has spent years in effort and money to develop their brand. Lovemore arrives. 
He spends no time, no effort and no sizable resources in developing his own brand. 
He purchases from Google Danwood’s trademarked term as a keyword. The courts 
hold that this is acceptable. It ought not to be. 
 
The ECJ rather incoherently held that the fact that the search engine operator’s 
advertising service (Google AdWords) is subject to payment, that the search engine 
operator (Google) sets the payment terms, or that it provides general information to its 
clients, cannot have the effect of depriving the search engine operator of Directive 
2000/31’s exemption from liability.174 
 
It is not surprising that trademark holders accuse Google of direct and contributory 
trademark infringement through its AdWords programme. 
 
                                                 
171  ibid. 
172  Grigoriadis (n 11) 152. 
173  “What is Google AdWords”, quoted in Grigoriadis (n 11) 152. 
174  Google France joined cases (n 6) 188. 
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4.3 The competitor advertiser’s complicity 
 
There is little doubt that Lovemore is trading off the goodwill of another. This cannot 
be justified.175 Similarly is leeching off of the protected mark’s strength, reputation and 
goodwill.176 
 
A key element of trademark law is preventing individuals or companies from benefiting 
from or free-riding off the success of others.177 This is what happens when a business 
uses another’s trademark to promote a different service or product. When a business 
uses another’s trademark to promote its own product to capture that market and 
redirect consumers, it is benefiting off the goodwill of the original trademark holder.178 
 
The above is precisely what Lovemore has done, with impunity. It may be argued that 
the use of the trademark is “merely a means by which a party tries to fairly compete in 
the same market by providing consumers similar options, the party using the 
trademark is nevertheless relying on the success of the trademark holder”.179  
 
Krob180 mentions fair competition. He states that Lovemore is merely trying to compete 
fairly with Danwood in the same market of flame-grilled chicken. It is difficult to 
comprehend Krob’s logic. It seems that he is also ignoring the 30 years that Danwood 
spent building his business. Thirty years of toil. There can be nothing fair in what 
Lovemore has done.  
 
No one could have synthesised the issue better than Landes and Posner181 who state 
that to “protect the integrity of the market, it is important to prevent companies from 
                                                 
175  Blockbuster Entem’t Grp v Layton Inc 869 F. Supp. 505, 513 (ED Mich 1994); Google “How 
keywords work” https://support.google.com/adwords/answer, accessed on 06-09-2019; Krob (n 22) 
954. 
176  Austl.Gold,Inc v Hatfield 436 F.3d 1228, 1238 (10th Cir 2004); Playboy Enters Inc v Netscape 
Commc’ns Corp 354 F.3d 1020, 1024-25 (9th Cir 2004); Google “How keywords work” 
https://support.google.com/adwords/answer accessed on 06-09-2019; Krob (n 22) 954. 
177  Mobil Oil Corp v Pegasus Petroleum Corp 818 F.2d 254, 259 (2nd Cir 1987); Google (n 177); 
Krob (n 22) 973. 
178  Stork Rest v Sahati 166 F.2d 348, 356-57 (9th Cir 1948); Google (n 177); Krob (n 22) 973. 
179  Landers and Posner “Trademark law: An economic perspective” 1987 Journal of Law and 
Economics 265 268-270 273-275; Google (n 177); Krob (n 22) 973. 
180  Krob (n 22). 
181  Landes & Posner (n 180), quoted in Krob (n 22) 974. 
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piggybacking on one another’s success”.182 Companies must purchase only keywords 
relevant to their own business or product and not trademarks held by competing 
companies. This would ensure that companies are not intentionally misleading 
consumers and instead are operating within their own confines.183 
 
Regarding free-riding, the ECJ observed that the use of a well-known trademark as a 
keyword generally will fall in the ambit of fair competition as long as it does not 
adversely affect the functions of the trademark, or cause dilution or tarnishment. As 
long as the sponsored link is within the ambit of fair competition, the advertiser’s use 
is not without due cause and will not result in free-riding.184 
 
Lovemore is guilty of exactly what the authors and ECJ have observed. Not only is he 
piggy-backing, but he is also free-riding on Danwood’s “sweat of the brow”. 
 
There is a critical school of thought that states that applying trademark protection to 
keyword advertising allowing companies to purchase their competitor’s registered 
keywords ultimately benefits the consumer.185  
 
There is no doubt that it does. That is not Danwood’s lament. 
 
Another justification by advertisers is that they may be forced to bid for more keywords 
in order to ensure that their ads target the correct audience, since they are not allowed 
to use the keyword most likely to be searched by a would-be consumer.186 
 
This again is a business ground. It is not a legal ground. The fact that the advertiser 
might be compelled to bid for more keywords, and thus spend more money, ought not 
to be justification for “stealing” another’s mark as a short cut to success, 
 
                                                 
182  ibid. 
183  Krob (n 22) 974. 
184  Interflora Inc v Marks & Spencer 2011 ECR I-8625, I-8692-94 paras 76-83, quoted in 
Grigoriadis (n 11) 186. 
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To add salt to Danwood’s wounds, the Lanham Act 1946 was amended by the 
Trademark Dilution Revision Act of 2008. This Act enables AdWords payments to be 
made by a commercial undertaking to purchase the trademark keyword of the owner, 
but not from him, to trigger advertising links to their website. The rationale for such 
purchase is to promote their alternative or compatible competing goods or services.187  
  
It is clear that governments and businesses reign supreme. Danwood counts for very 
little. The law actually allows Google to by-pass a trademark proprietor in the sale and 
purchase of his mark. The law permits Google to pocket the proceeds from such a 
sale to the exclusion of the mark owner. There can be no logical justification for these 
actions, other than to say that “the law is the law”. 
 
In a cases referred to it by a French court the ECJ stated that this would suggest that 
online advertisers who use a competitor’s trademark as a keyword are potentially 
directly liable for trademark infringement. This means that search engine operators 
may also be held liable under the applicable national law for contributing to trademark 
infringement by such advertisers.188  
 
The advertiser (account holder) is also able, with the aid of Google, to manipulate the 
precision with which the search results match their keywords.189 He can stipulate that 
particular ads be blocked from appearing in response to selected keywords.190 This is 
also called the “negative match option”. 
 
One cannot put it past Lovemore. In the haste with which he seeks his business to 
grow it is assumed that he can do anything (by all means necessary), including 
intentionally confusing consumers into believing that his ad is affiliated to Danwood’s 
brand, thereby wrongfully benefiting from the mark’s goodwill.191 
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188  Google France joined cases (n 6), quoted in Grigoriadis (n 11) 188. 
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Consumers are led to believe that the two brands are affiliated. This is problematic to 
the owner of the trademark. Someone must be held liable for this infringement, 
Google, the advertiser or both. 
 
Danwood, however, does not seek the banning of AdWords. He does not seek the 
end to Google’s manipulation search results in favour of the advertiser. All he seeks 
is compensation for his trademarked term.  
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Chapter 5 Conclusion and Recommendations 
TRIPS imposed on the entire world the dominant intellectual property regime in the 
United States and Europe, as it is today. I believe that the way that intellectual property 
regime has evolved is not good for the United States and the EU; but even more, I 
believe it is not in the interest of the developing countries192.  
 
The Internet has brought with it new and unique challenges to trademark infringement 
and protection. It is no longer adequate for the courts to use old law, statutory or 
common, to protect trademarked terms and phrases against infringement in the advent 
of the Internet. 
 
The Internet respects no borders. It is everywhere. The law is unable to keep track 
with the everyday developments. Litigation against search engine owners and 
competitor advertiser will continue if a three way win-win-win solution is not agreed to 
by the relevant stakeholders. 
 
The current law in both the United States of America and Europe is what it is. The 
courts in the two continents have tackled trademark infringement in different ways 
because of their national laws. The disharmony is no comfort for the mark owner. 
 
Google is the overall victor in this troika which includes the competitor advertiser and 
the mark proprietor. That the former is by law, permitted to sell off a trademarked term 
to a competitor of the mark owner to a competitor advertiser without the latter’s leave, 
must leave a sour taste in the mouth. That the owner of the mark is not compensated 
for the sale of their mark is more than rubbing salt to his wound. 
 
The hypothetical case of Danwood discussed in chapter three is a good example of 
the unfairness visited upon trademark proprietors by Google, the competitor advertiser 
and the judiciary that is called upon to resolve infringement claims. 
 
The justifications by Google and competitor advertisers, as well as the findings by the 
courts that Google is not vicariously liable for trading in trademarked terms and 
                                                 
192 . https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TRIPPS_Agreement. Joseph Stiglitz, “Making Globalisation Work” 
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phrases cannot be sustained. This is because proprietors of trademarks seem to still 
have the appetite to challenge Google in the courts in order to protect their asset. 
 
There is little doubt that but for Google, trademarked terms and phrases would not be 
auctioned to competitor advertisers. It is Google’s 2004 decision to sell any and all 
trademarked terms and phrases that changed the narrative in this regard. The decision 
by the court in the United States of America that, preventing Google to stop selling 
these trademarked terms, would compel competitors to search for other and more 
costly terms, is not a legally unstainable ground. It is a commercial ground in favour of 
Google and competitor advertisers. This is to the detriment of the owner of the mark. 
 
The fate of Google AdWords, as a search engine operator, is currently in purgatory in 
the United States of America. This after the appeal court in the Rosetta Stone193 was 
deprived of the opportunity to decide, decisively on whether Google should be held 
liable under the applicable tort or unfair completion laws for third party advertiser’s use 
of well-known trademarks as keyword.194 
 
The parties in Rosetta Stone elected to settle the matter before it could be finalized. 
 
There is a need for harmony in Intellectual Property law – all the stakeholders will need 
to consult and negotiate – until they agree to the resolution of this impasse. Some form 
of payment in the form of a fixed percentage ought to be agreed with the owners of 
the trademarked terms and phrases that Google vendors to competitor advertisers 
without the latter’s leave. 
 
Until then, there shall be no peace in the courts. Trademark owners appear to have 
the appetite to continue litigation to protect their “sweat of the brow”. 
 
Disputes, all disputes, can only be resolved if and when the parties involved, are ready 
and willing to resolve them. 
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It is at the level of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) and the Agreement on Trade-
Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) where lies the resolution of 
the dispute between Google AdWords, the competitor advertisers and the trademark 
proprietor. TRIPS is an agreement between the member states of the WTO. The latter 
sets out the minimum standards for the regulation by national governments of the 
many forms of intellectual property.  
 
TRIPS was negotiated at the end of the Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade (GATT) between 1989 and 1990. 195  It provides enforcement 
procedures, remedies and dispute resolution processes. 
 
It is clear, given the plethora of litigation in Europe and the United States of America, 
that trademark proprietors will not take the “theft” of their assert(s) lying down. 
 
It is therefore the member states of the WTO that are at the centre of the resolution of 
the disputes of alleged trademark infringement by Google AdWords and advertiser 
competitors. Only they can resolve this dispute. 
 
Organised business in the member states must, through their respective 
organisations, lobby their governments to support bilateral agreements to adopt a 
fairer system that will address the ongoing lament of mark owners regarding the 
alleged infringement of their marks. 
 
It would be a mind boggle that fair-minded human beings of average intelligence would 
not support a move from the status quo to a fairer system that would be to the benefit 
of all the stakeholders involved. 
 
The power dynamics among member states of the WTO are a great factor that skews 
the narrative. The more powerful states will tend to be the dominant factor in these 
interaction. Their views will obviously hold sway.  
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Trademark proprietors, as has constantly been highlighted throughout the body of this 
paper, do not seek a ban or restrictions on search engines and AdWords advertising. 
They recognize the importance and utility function provided by this form of marketing. 
Some of the trademark proprietors and owners have themselves, in certain instances 
been guilty of the purchase of others’ trademarked terms and phrases, and their use 
as keywords. 
 
It is therefore reasonable to expect the majority of trademark proprietors of well-known 
marks to head to the courts for relief, should sense not prevail in the future. All they 
seek is some form of compensation.  
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